Directly Modifying the Nonbonded Potential Based on the Standard Iterative Boltzmann Inversion Method for Coarse-Grained Force Fields.
Effective potentials are of great importance for coarse-grained (CG) simulations, which can be obtained by the structure-based iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI) method. However, the standard IBI method is incapable of maintaining the mechanical and thermodynamic properties of the CG model in agreement with those of the all-atom model. Unlike the existing techniques, such as introducing friction force as the dissipative force to reduce the superatom motion while keeping the conservative force arising from the CG potential intact, we directly modified the standard IBI nonbonded potential by adding an empirical function. According to an analysis of the dissipative particle dynamics, the additional function did compensate for the friction reduction of the standard IBI CG model. In this work, the thermal fluctuation information from the nonbonded radial distribution function was incorporated into the additional empirical function. As an illustration of the new CG force fields, we presented simulations of the stress-strain relation and thermodynamic properties in terms of cis-polyisoprene and compared the statistical structure information of the superatoms with those of the IBI CG model and the all-atom model. It should be emphasized that the additional empirical function contributed to compensating for the friction reduction, irrespective of the functional form it took. In this sense, the proposed method was easily operable.